
 

 

  

SAVING AUBURN UNIVERSITY’S  
AVIATION MANAGEMENT PROGRAM 

Auburn University has one of the strongest aviation track records in the world. We, the alumni of 
the program, feel that it is being eliminated based on the University’s failure to comply with AABI 
Accreditation requirements, failure to hire faculty to support the program, failure to address flight 
education facilities and failure to be given the leadership, resources and support that is needed for 
this program to continue to excel. 
 
This is a guide to the history, current status, and future of America’s oldest continually operated 
aviation program. 
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Background 

The aerospace industry is increasingly becoming an important factor in Alabama’s economy.  (Airbus in 

Mobile, General Electric in Auburn, existing government and businesses in Huntsville, Ozark, Tallassee and 

Montgomery)   

Auburn University’s Aviation Management and Flight Education program is the only aviation-related 

bachelor’s degree offered in the State of Alabama.  It has, and will, continue to support the growing need for 

a university educated aerospace workforce for Alabama and the nation while providing the critical 

education and skills required for those students whose passion lies in aviation.  The goal of the program 

should be to graduate students prepared to immediately help expand the aerospace/aviation industry in our 

state and nation, which will help advance our society and expand our economic development base.  A 

background in the specialized aerospace/aviation field, while learning key business skills, is critical to 

making this effort successful. 

General business graduates can work in the aviation industry, but they lack the required aviation 

background to immediately be a leader in their chosen field.  An aerospace/aviation management graduate 

begins his or her career with an in-depth understanding and the requisite business and specific 

aerospace/aviation skills necessary to be a productive and forward thinking leader. 
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A Proud History 

HUMBLE BUT HISTORIC BEGINNINGS 

The history of aviation at Auburn is long and prestigious. The beginning can be traced back to a Scientific 

American article 1,2 that was reprinted in the Alabama Polytechnic Institute (API) student newspaper, the 

Orange and Blue, in 1908. 

 

In an interview eighty years later, Robert Knapp, an API alumnus and later a U.S. Air Force General, claimed 

that the Wright Brothers had visited Auburn in 1907, stayed in his home and met with various engineering 

instructors. The engineers helped the Wright brothers redesign their aircraft so it could be disassembled 

and transported on a wagon.3 

It is well documented that the Wright Brothers visited Alabama in 1910 in search of a site for a winter flying 

school. They found their site near Montgomery and conducted flight instruction there for three months in 

the winter of 1910. Today, that location is the home of Maxwell Air Force Base. 

In the fall of 1910 the Opelika Daily News contained an announcement that API would hold a course on 

“aeronautic construction and the principles [sic] of aviation.” 

AUBURN’S FIRST AERONAUTICAL PROGRAM 

In 1930, API President Bradford Knapp and Dean of Engineering John J. Wilmore, recruited Volney C. Finch 

to establish an aeronautics program in the Department of Mechanical Engineering. The first aeronautics 

courses taught were a junior course that covered aviation topics on aerial navigation and meteorology and a 

senior course in aircraft design. 

The December 1931 issue of Southern Aviation5 contains an article describing a program, under Professor 

Volney C. Finch and Instructors Solon Dixon and Victor W. Randecker, which included “airplane design, 

maintenance and operation of airplanes, and the business of commercial aviation.” Since that time, although 

the titles have changed, there have been parallel programs in aeronautical engineering and aeronautical 

administration (aviation management) at Auburn. 

Robert G. Pitts, a 1933 graduate of API, figured prominently in aerospace education at API.  After receiving a 

master’s degree from the California Institute of Technology, Robert G. Pitts returned to Auburn as an 

assistant in 1935. With the help of students, he rebuilt wrecked aircraft to raise funds for the department.  

Several individuals urged the entrance of API into the Civilian Pilot Training Program (CPTP), but the 

privately owned Auburn-Opelika Airport (improved W. W. Web airport) was needed for the venture. 

Competition from Georgia Tech and the University of Alabama was a factor in convincing API President 

Duncan to take over ownership of the airport and engage API in the process of training civilian pilots. The 

payment to the former owners of the airport totaled about $375. 
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Pitts began the ground school part of the CPTP in 1939 with twenty students. Alabama Air Service handled 

the flight instruction. Cornell and Pitts also helped instruct in the Tuskegee Institute ground school. Cornell 

convinced Duncan the API could do a better job of flight instruction and the Auburn School of Aviation was 

formed with Pitts in charge. During the next year, students from the advanced CPTP at Tuskegee Institute, 

some of the famous "Tuskegee Airmen," also received advanced flight instruction at the Auburn-Opelika 

Airport, because the field at Tuskegee had not been approved for aircraft heavier than Piper Cubs.  After a 

somewhat lengthy political process, federal funds for improving the airport were obtained in 1941 and 

Auburn’s flight program was officially begun.3 

Over the course of the next several years, over 1,400 pilots trained at API4.  Today, Auburn University still 

owns and maintains the Auburn University Regional Airport. 

REFERENCES 

1. Scientific American, August 29,1908, cover, pp.135-136. 
2. Scientific American, September 26, 1908, pp. 208-209. 
3. Cochran, John E., Aerospace Education and Research at Auburn University, 2002. 
4. DiFante, Archangelo, Aviation at Auburn University: An Introduction 1908-1941, Master of Arts Thesis, 
Auburn University, December 8, 1989. 
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Where We Stand Today 

HOW DID WE GET HERE? 

Auburn’s Aviation Management program continued to thrive until the late 1990’s. From 1941 until 1999, the 

program was housed in the College of Engineering under the Department of Aerospace Engineering. With 

hundreds of students and a solid core of faculty the program provided the highest quality education 

possible. 

Undoubtedly, the 1990’s were challenging for higher education in Alabama. A shortage of funds statewide 

led to budget cuts and program closures.  Suffice it to say, that in times when funds are short, extreme 

measures are often required which may result in long term detrimental consequences. 

 

When choices were forced, the Aviation Management Program, which was not “pure engineering”, was 

deemed by some to be of lesser priority than other programs in the College of Engineering. Thus, 

recommendations were made to phase out the Aviation Management program. 

A massive campaign was launched by thousands of Aviation Management Alumni and friends of Auburn 

University Aviation Management. The campaign was so successful that the program was given its own 

department in the College of Business. In 1999, the new Department of Aviation Management and Logistics 

was formed. 

After the events of September 11, 2001, the entire aviation field had come to a crossroads. No one was sure 

what would happen to those who made their profession in aviation. 

As professors retired and left, budget pressures once again came to the forefront. Instead of hiring tenured 

faculty to support the Aviation Management programs, adjunct professors were obtained to cover the course 

load.  

 

This trend has continued. The Aviation Management program lost Dr. Robert Ripley when he passed away 

after a long battle with cancer. Most recently, Dr. Ray Hamilton passed away suddenly in early 2013. The only 

remaining tenured faculty member, Dr. Randy Johnson, has recently announced that he is leaving Auburn to 

pursue another teaching job. This leaves zero tenured professors. 

 

In a letter to Aviation Accreditation Board International (AABI), Auburn University has indicated that they 

will not hire any tenured professors to replace the professors we lost. While a tenured professor is not 

necessarily required for accreditation, this action would show support for our program is still strong in the 

College of Business. 
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THE CURRENT FACTS AS WE SEE THEM 

• Against a tide of strong performance, widespread value and recognition the College of Business appears 
intent on closing Auburn’s historic Aviation Management program due to their unwillingness to address 
AABI concerns. All the while adding resources to smaller programs within the College of Business. 
 

• The issue is not about enrollment numbers, it’s about losing accreditation. However, the fact of the 
matter is that the enrollment began declining rapidly in the early 2000’s and has stayed fairly stagnant 
ever since.  
 
Why? A lack of resources on the flight training side of the program. Some students had to wait up to a 
year to complete some portions of their flight training due to a lack of airplanes and instructors. As a 
result, enrollment fell and the numbers have yet to recover. Had the proper resources been provided, we 
wouldn’t be in the current situation. 
 

• Enrollment in Aviation Management has held relatively steady over the last half decade, despite lack of 
resources and a downturn in the U.S. economy. The table below combines Aviation Management and 
Aviation Management Professional Flight students. The number extrapolates the number of pre-
business students planning on entering Aviation Management and displays the total number of students 
planning on majoring in Aviation Management. It does not include the countless number of students 
who take aviation classes or are pursuing an Aviation Management minor. 

 
 

 

 

• Using the most recent numbers (extrapolated to include pre-business students) compiled during the 
College of Business re-accreditation, Aviation Management students alone (without Supply Chain 
Management) would be 6th largest department within the College of Business. The Aviation 
Management programs would rank ahead of: Human Resource Management, International Business, 
Information Systems Management and Entrepreneurship and Family Business. 
 

• The entire Aviation and Supply Chain Management Department includes 549 students and ranks as the 
2nd largest Department in the College of Business falling only behind Accounting which has 667 
students. 
 

• At the end of the current quarter (Spring 2013), there will be NO tenured Aviation Management 
Professors. 
 

• It is currently estimated that over 200 students are taking aviation related classes at Auburn. That 
includes pre-business students with no declared major (but intending on declaring Aviation 
Management as a major), students with an Aviation Management minor, Aviation Management majors, 
and students taking the classes as electives. 
 

• Even before Dr. Hamilton’s passing and Dr. Johnson’s resignation, the university had not addressed 
concerns from AABI over the poor teacher/student ratio or the lack of a Flight Education facility. Both 
of these items are needed to comply with AABI accreditation standards. 

2007-2008 2008-2009 2009-2010 2010-2011 2011-2012 

185 148 152 179 176 
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Economic Impact of Aviation 

AVIATION’S IMPACT ON THE WORLD ECONOMY 

The aviation industry is one of the most important industries in the world. Consider the following points:  

 

• Aviation’s global economic impact is valued at more than $3.5 trillion or 7.5% of the world’s  
total GDP. 

• Worldwide, the amount contributed to the global economy by aviation jobs is roughly three and a half 

times higher than that contributed by other jobs. 

• The air transport industry is responsible for 32 million jobs globally. 

• Airlines transport more than 2.2 billion passengers a year. 

AVIATION’S IMPACT ON THE US ECONOMY 

According to a government report, although June 2009 marked the end of the recent recession in the United 

States, real GDP growth fell by 2.6 percent by the end of 2009 and unemployment rates reached double 

digits. However, despite the dramatic slowdown of the economy and impact on the aviation industry, the U.S. 

economy produced $14.1 trillion in value-added economic activity and sustained 140 million jobs. 

 

At the same time, civil aviation economic activity: 

 

• Supported 10.2 million jobs 

• Contributed $1.3 trillion in total economic activity 

• Accounted for 5.2 percent of total U.S. GDP 

 

According to a report by the Federal Aviation Administration: 
 

• The U.S. civil aviation manufacturing industry continues to be the top U.S. net exporter. According to 

2009 data from the U.S. International Trade Commission (USITC), the U.S. civil aviation manufacturing 

industry supported a positive trade balance of over $75 billion. 

• The civil air transport industry has a crucial role in fostering trade and making any place on the globe 

easily and quickly accessible. U.S. industry and consumers depend on the vital services of air 

transportation, which continue to maintain and vitalize the U.S. economy. 
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AVIATION’S IMPACT ON THE ALABAMA ECONOMY 

 

• Aerospace is one of the largest industrial groups in Alabama. 

• Aerospace accounts for approximately 73,000 direct jobs and a payroll of $3.66 billion. Other jobs 

created as a result of this industry total 66,659 and an additional $2.49 billion in payroll. 

• Alabama is a member of the Aerospace Alliance. Their stated mission is: 

“TO ESTABLISH THE SOUTHEAST REGION AS A WORLD-CLASS AEROSPACE AND AVIATION CORRIDOR. 

THE ALLIANCE’S MEMBERS SHARE THE COMMON GOAL OF PROMOTING THE REGION’S COMMON 

ASSETS AND LONG-STANDING TRADITION OF EXCELLENCE IN THE AEROSPACE INDUSTRY TO TAKE 

ADVANTAGE OF OPPORTUNITIES TO GROW THE SECTOR IN THE REGION. MEMBERS WILL ADVOCATE 

FOR POLICIES, PROGRAMS AND SPECIFIC AEROSPACE PROJECTS ON THE LOCAL, STATE AND NATIONAL 

LEVEL.” 

• The aerospace industry generally provides a higher level of income than other industries. For 

example, the Census Bureau reports that aerospace manufacturing workers average $64,288 in wages 

each year, compared with $42,639, the salary of the average manufacturing worker in Alabama. 

• Alabama's 84 airports and 52 heliports are the gateway to the economic growth of our state. They 

are absolutely critical to our industrial and economic recruitment efforts, and to the retention and 

expansion of our existing businesses. 

• 1 in 3 people employed in Alabama work for a company that uses General Aviation. 

• Alabama's diversified aerospace industry spans from Mobile on the Gulf Coast to Huntsville in the north. 

A “Who’s Who” of marquee industry names are among the 300 aerospace and defense companies in 

Alabama including: Airbus, Sikorsky, Lockheed Martin, Bell Helicopter, Boeing, Northrop Grumman, GE 

Aviation, Airbus Military, GKN, General Dynamics, BAE Systems, Goodrich, Teledyne Brown, Pratt & 

Whitney  and Raytheon. 

• Huntsville has been an aerospace hub for decades, with 44,000 currently employed in the 

aerospace/defense industry, housing the highest number of engineers per capita in the United States. 

• In Montgomery, Maxwell Air Force Base and its Gunter Annex employ more than 11,500 military and 

civilian personnel with an estimated economic impact of more than $1.5 billion. 

• The world’s largest helicopter training installation can be found at Ft. Rucker in southeast Alabama 

between Ozark and Daleville. 

• The Alabama Department of Commerce estimates that the Airbus plant in Mobile will have a $409 

million impact on the state’s economy.  The Airbus plant will directly employ approximately 1,000 

Alabamians.  In addition, the construction phase of building the Airbus facility in Mobile is expected to 

create more than 3,000 construction-related jobs over a three-year period.  The Department of 

Commerce estimates that another 3,700 Alabamians could be employed by Airbus suppliers locating in 

the state. 
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Value of Auburn’s Aviation Management Program 

FINANCIAL 

 

• The Aviation Management Flight program provides approximately $500,000.00 in flight operations 

related revenue each year. 

• $1 million in out-of-state tuition each year. On average, the percentage of out-of-state students is twice 

that of the Auburn student body 

• Aircraft activity (takeoffs and landings) by Auburn Aviation Management students is a critical enabler of 

FAA funding to support airport development projects. ($3,120,000.00 in FAA and State of Alabama 

funding to the Auburn University Regional Airport) 

• $872,592.00 in aviation related research funding/grants/gifts in the last three years. 

• $840,000.00 to Auburn University and the local community due to an agreement to host the Aviation 

Accreditation Board International’s (AABI) annual winter conference at the Auburn University Hotel & 

Conference Center. 

 

RECOGNITION OF THE AVIATION MANAGEMENT PROGRAM 

 

• The program was recognized as one of the top aviation programs in the United States by virtue of 

accreditation 

• The flight program earned the FAA’s highest endorsement under the Internal Examining Authority 

category 

• The flight program has earned approval from the Department of Veteran’s Affairs for their tuition 

reimbursement program 

• The Aviation Management program was highlighted as an example of a successful program in the 2006 

Auburn University audit (Fisher Report: Page 4) 

• Substantial international reputation as evidenced by Saudi Airlines selecting Auburn for their 

professional pilot scholarship program 

• Recently selected by JetBlue Airways as a partner in their University Gateway Program 

• One of only a few programs in the United States to offer a combined aviation and business degree. A 

business degree is a top decision factor for most potential parents, students, and potential employers 

• Results of faculty research was published by the FAA and used to brief Congress during the hearings on 

airline pilot qualifications following the Colgan Air crash. 

• Recognized by the Alabama House of Representatives in 2006 (HR 232 – February 7, 2006) 

• Included in the “Top 100 Things We Love About Auburn” 
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• Highlighted on the Auburn Provost’s webpage as one of 27 “Auburn Accomplishments” stating – 

“Auburn has been actively involved in aviation education since 1941 and has consistently been a leader 

in aviation education and research.” 

• Aviation Management Advisory Board is recognized by AABI as “most productive in collegiate aviation”. 

Among its numerous contributions: 

 

1) Endowed scholarship for aviation students 

2) Provided $80,000 in cockpit equipment for use in the program 

3) Arranged countless military flyover’s for Auburn home football games 

4) Helped arranged internships at United Airlines, Delta Air Lines, FedEx Express, UPS, American 

Airlines, Southwest Airlines, ExpressJet, Auburn University Regional Airport, Huntsville International 

Airport, Montgomery Regional Airport, Mobile Regional Airport and numerous airports throughout the 

United States. 

AVIATION INDUSTRY OUTLOOK/GRADUATE PROSPECTIVE 

 

• The aerospace industry is vital to US national and economic security 

• Professional pilot demand is projected to outpace supply through 2020 and beyond 

• University educated pilots enjoy and higher ROI for the education than do physicians, attorneys, and 

teachers 

• We have established a relationship with Tuskegee University and are working with them on flight 

education initiatives and research opportunities 

TO SUM IT UP 

Auburn's Aviation Management Program is the only four year accredited collegiate aviation program in the 

State of Alabama. It is the oldest continually active aviation program in the nation and has been educating 

aviation professionals since 1941.  

 

With over 3,800 alumni, Auburn is a leader in aviation. Alumni are present at all major U.S. Airlines, 

corporate and business aviation, airport management, aviation technology companies, airport planning 

firms, major aircraft manufacturers, all branches of the United States Armed Forces and throughout the 

entire spectrum of aviation.  
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Salaries in Aviation  

OVERVIEW 

Many factors guide the salary for those in the aviation industry. Though we often assume that graduates of 

Auburn’s Aviation Management program will become pilots, many do not. Those who do not choose to 

pursue a career as a pilot may become aircraft dispatchers, airport managers, flight attendants, flight 

operations specials, aircraft mechanics, or FAA inspectors just to name a few. 

NON-PILOT SALARIES 

According to data from the U.S. Labor Department, the following are average median salaries for some of the 

listed non-pilot positions: 

NON-PILOT SALARIES 

POSITION SALARY 

Aircraft Mechanic $88,020   

Aircraft Dispatcher $65,000   

Airport Manager $51,046   

Flight Attendant $46,900   

Flight Scheduler $66,525   

FAA Inspector $43,621   

    

PILOT SALARIES 

Unlike most sectors, the airline industry is highly unionized. In union contracts, seniority plays are large role 

in determining the salary of an employee. Also, most first year employees are subjected to a “probationary” 

year. During this year, the salary is greatly reduced from the norm. In some cases, the first year salary is 50% 

less than the second year salary. 

 

Due to the probationary period, one should not use the first year salary of pilots as a measure of initial 

earning potential. Many other factors should also be considered. Many pilots have the ability to work 

overtime on a regular basis. This is not accounted for in the salary comparisons. 

 

In the long run, a career airline pilot will earn substantially more than the average U.S. citizen. 

 

Another variable is which industry the pilot chooses enter. There is a huge disparity initially if you choose to 

enter as an airline pilot vs. a charter pilot. Charter pilots tend to start at a higher rate but airline pilots tend 

to make more as the years progress. There is a huge difference in lifestyle between airline pilots and charter 

pilots. The decision to enter one field or another is strictly a personal decision based on the lifestyle desired. 
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The following tables are based 78 hours per month with no overtime and no per diem added. Salary data 

was acquired from pilot contracts. 

REGIONAL AIRLINE PILOT SALARIES (YEAR 2 AND YEAR 10) 

COMPANY YEAR 2  YEAR 10 

Air Wisconsin $35,565 $76,752   

American Eagle $31,824 $81,432   

Compass Airlines $33,696 $80,496   

ExpressJet $32,760 $73,944   

Horizon Air $37,440 $84,240   

Piedmont $29,016 $62,712   

SkyWest $33,696 $80,496   

Trans States $30,888 $73,008   

     

LEGACY, MAJOR & CARGO AIRLINE PILOT SALARIES (YEAR 2 AND YEAR 10) 

COMPANY YEAR 2  YEAR 10 

AirTran $66,466 $150,696   

American Airlines $73,008 $154,440   

Delta Air Lines $85,176 $175,032   

FedEx Express $113,256 $201,924   

JetBlue $60,840 $152,568   

Southwest $90,792 $198,432   

United $84,240 $167,544   

UPS $144,828 $242,028   

     

COPORATE PILOT SALARIES (YEAR 2 AND YEAR 10) 

COMPANY YEAR 2  YEAR 10 

Citation Air $56,620 $116,825   

FlexJet $61,800 $132,200   

NetJets $64,752 $145,042   
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The Upcoming Pilot Shortage 

OVERVIEW 

It seems that every decade or so the alarm is raised over the upcoming pilot shortage. We’ve had small 

shortages before, but nothing like the shortage that is upon us now. It’s the perfect storm and it’s real. 

 

Congress realized the shortage and helped delay it in 2007 when they passed a law increasing the 

mandatory retirement age from 60 to 65.  

 

At the time, the FAA estimated that there were 144,681 Airline Transport Pilots (ATP) in the US. Over 13% 

of ATPs were between 55 and 59 years of age and over 15% were between 50 and 54 years of age. Keeping 

the mandatory retirement age at 60 would mean airlines would be losing their most experienced pilots at a 

rate of almost 3% per year for the next ten years at a time when the FAA expected passenger traffic to 

increase by 4% annually. A statistical analysis of the mandatory retirement age showed increasing the 

retirement age made logical sense. 

 

The law went into effect on December 17, 2007 and on December 17, 2013 we will begin to see massive 

retirements as pilot’s turning 65 will now be forced to retire. (See graphic below) 

 

Another law that is scheduled to go into effect in 2014 will increase the rest time required between flights 

for airline pilots. This law will exacerbate the shortage problem. With these increased rest requirements 

airlines will be forced to increase their manning levels by approximately 5%. 
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THE REAL NUMBERS 

Aircraft maker Boeing has forecast a need for 460,000 more commercial airline pilots by 2031 — an average 

of 24,000 new pilots a year.  They also estimate that there will be a shortage of 601,000 maintenance 

technicians during this same time period. Nearly 40% of the pilot openings will be to meet the soaring travel 

market in the Asia-Pacific region, Boeing predicts, but more than 69,000 will be in North America.  

 

Most airlines require a four year degree. For this reason, demand for accredited flight programs is 

increasing. Enrollment at universities with accredited flight programs is expected to reach an all-time high 

in the next few years. 

A recent article in the USA Today highlights some of the tactics airlines are being forced to purse: 

As worldwide competition for pilots begins to heat up, some overseas carriers are making dramatic overtures 

to fill their cockpits. 

Emirates, the Dubai-based carrier, will hire more than 500 pilots… The carrier already employs roughly 300 

Americans as pilots, and is visiting job fairs in New York City and Las Vegas to seek candidates. "As a rapidly 

expanding carrier, with 153 aircraft … plus another 200 planes on order, and options for more, the need for 

flight crew professionals continues to grow," he said in an e-mail. 

The compensation package for these pilots includes perks such as a chauffeur-driven car to and from work, an 

education allowance for the pilot's family, and profit sharing.  – ‘Demand For Pilots Set To Soar’ –USA TODAY  

 

http://content.usatoday.com/topics/topic/Places,+Geography/Towns,+Cities,+Counties/New+York+City
http://content.usatoday.com/topics/topic/Places,+Geography/Towns,+Cities,+Counties/Las+Vegas
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The Truth About ROI 

WHY ROI? 

We’ve heard some rumblings about the poor Return on Investment for aviation students. Colleges around 

the country are now concentrating on the debt to income ratio of their graduating students. They 

concentrate on their pay directly out of college. This is great for a non-unionized workforce. However, as we 

discussed in the pilot salary section the standard formula doesn’t work well with probationary years in the 

airline world. 

 

We didn’t have the time to run our own detailed analysis, however, there is a plethora of information 

available on the internet and other reliable sources. We’ll try to break it down here. 

METHODOLOGY 

The main study assumed that anyone without a degree could get a job in Food Service and used the pay data 

from the Bureau of Labor Statistics as a baseline.  Then, they calculated the net present value (NPV) of a 

career in food service (essentially, the wages received over a career, discounted by 5% for each year they are 

in the future). 

 

They then calculated the NPV of all careers the survey panel identified as likely for the named degrees, and 

then took a weighted average of the best performing ones.  They subtracted the NPV of the career in food 

service from this average.  This gave them the extra NPV which one earns by virtue of having the degree. 

Finally, they divided the extra salary earned by the cost of the degree, resulting in a ROI.  A ROI of 100%, for 

example, means that on the day you graduate, the present value of your boosted salary was equal to twice 

the cost of the degree.  (If they were exactly equal, then the ROI would be 0%.) 

This tends to overstate the ROI for degrees as a whole, but it allowed them to do a fairly decent apples-to-

apples comparisons between, e.g., a BA in English and a BA in Electrical Engineering. 
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BEST PAYING BACHELOR DEGREES 

DEGREE MEDIAN SALARY ROI 

Aerospace Engineering  $103,181.12 1,869% 

Aviation  $123,228.48 1,845% 

Computer Engineering  $101,710.99 1,778% 

Nuclear Engineering  $87,380.80 1,725% 

Business Administration  $102,455.84 1,604% 

Engineering  $89,913.98 1,582% 

Information Technology  $85,080.13 1,438% 

Electrical Engineering  $81,091.60 1,434% 

Chemistry  $75,265.39 1,334% 

Business  $85,813.68 1,304% 

 

The end result? Aviation degrees have the 2nd highest ROI and the highest median salary on the list. 

Yes, higher than Business, Business Administration and Information Technology. 

http://www.onlinedegrees.org/calculator/degrees/aerospace-engineering
http://www.onlinedegrees.org/calculator/degrees/aviation
http://www.onlinedegrees.org/calculator/degrees/computer-engineering
http://www.onlinedegrees.org/calculator/degrees/nuclear-engineering
http://www.onlinedegrees.org/calculator/degrees/business-administration
http://www.onlinedegrees.org/calculator/degrees/engineering
http://www.onlinedegrees.org/calculator/degrees/information-technology
http://www.onlinedegrees.org/calculator/degrees/electrical-engineering
http://www.onlinedegrees.org/calculator/degrees/chemistry
http://www.onlinedegrees.org/calculator/degrees/business
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 Our Vision for the Aviation Management Program 

The ultimate goal of Aviation Management and Flight Education is to equip all aviation students to become 

managers and future business leaders in the many aerospace/aviation related fields.  In order to support 

future growth of this industry we propose to: 

 
1. Increase enrollment:  We believe we can become a department of 300+ students in the next five 

years by: 

a. Developing additional undergraduate degrees and/or fields of study 

1. Educating leaders in the nation’s air traffic control system 

2. Educating leaders in the emerging UAS/UAV industry 

3. Educating leaders in the growing, private space-based industries as well as 

government related initiatives 

4. Educating leaders in aero-technology and maintenance management (Airframe 

and Powerplant (A&P) in partnership with the Community College system). 

5. Educating leaders in new fields as the ever-growing aerospace/aviation industry 

changes based on new business opportunities and the demands of the state and 

country. 

b. Collaborating with key partners to develop a K-12 aerospace technology education center 

at the Auburn University Regional Airport that could include related AU and community 

college courses 

c. Providing a core aviation/aerospace business education 

d. Continuing our reputation of graduating students that are business leaders and innovators. 

e. Create a national marketing plan to attract more students 

 

2. To meet the expanding educational needs of aviation and aerospace professionals we would like to 

offer the existing MS in Aviation (Aerospace) both in a traditional graduate program, distance 

offering, and ultimately develop and offer a Doctorate in Aerospace/Aviation Business.  

 

3. Continue to develop existing research initiatives that enhance Alabama’s aerospace standing.  

Examples are: Automatic Dependent Surveillance – Broadcast (ADS-B), air cargo efficiency, airport 

economic modeling, Federal Aviation Administration grant program distribution, federal/state 

policy-making regarding air transportation services and offerings, air transportation decision-

making modeling, aerospace decision-making regarding the privatization of space travel, crew 

decision-making under emergent circumstances, and systems safety. 

 

4. Collaborate with other Auburn University colleges when appropriate since innovations in the 

aerospace/aviation industry often involve multiple disciplines. 

 

5. Maintain membership in the University Aviation Association (UAA) and continued and future 

accreditation through the Aviation Accreditation Board International (AABI). 
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What Can You Do? 

Teamwork divides the tasks and multiplies the success. Therefore, we’ve developed three immediate action 

items to help guide you. 

1. Contact persons of influence, including but not limited to: 

 

Alabama Governor – The Honorable Robert Bentley 

Auburn University President - Dr. Jay Gogue 

Auburn University Provost - Dr. Timothy R. Boosinger 

All Members of the Auburn Board of Trustees 

 

2. Write letters of support to as many local, national, and international publications as you can expressing 

your concern and support for the Auburn University Aviation Management Program. 

 

3. Contact any of the individuals listed on the “Concerned Alumni” page at the end of this document if you 

have suggestions, questions, or comments. 

 

 

The Honorable Robert Bentley, Governor 

Alabama State Capitol 

600 Dexter Avenue 

Montgomery, Alabama 36130 

334-242-7100 

 

Dr. Jay Gogue, President – Auburn University 

107 Samford Hall 

Auburn, AL 36849 

334-844-4650 

jgogue@auburn.edu 

 

Dr. Timothy Boosinger, Provost – Auburn University 

Office of the Provost  

208 Samford Hall 

Auburn University, Alabama 36849 

334-844-5771 

provost@auburn.edu 
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Auburn University Board of Trustees 

 (Term Expirations) 

Mr. B.T. Roberts (05/10/2019) 

District 1 

3664 Dauphin Street  

Mobile, AL 36608 

(251) 342-8000 

Fax: (251) 344-6286 

btroberts@robertsbrotherscpm.com 

Mr. Clark Sahlie (04/09/2019) 

District 2 

3541 Thomas Avenue 

Montgomery, AL 36111 

(334) 288-9740  

mcsahlie@bellsouth.net 

Mr. James W. Rane (3/21/2019) 

District 3 

Great Southern Wood Preserving, Inc. 

P.O. Box 610 

Abbeville, AL 36310 

(334) 585-2291 

Fax: (334) 585-9037 

jrane@yellawood.com 

jtharpe@yellawood.com 

Mr. Bob Dumas (04/09/2019) 

District 3 - Lee County 

Auburn Bank 

100 North Gay St. 

Auburn, AL 36831-3110 

(334) 887-2732 

Fax: (334) 887-2796 

bdumas@auburnbank.com 
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Mr. Jimmy H. Sanford (03/14/2019) 

District 4 

1001 McQueen Smith Road, South 

Prattville, AL 36066 

(334) 365-0077 

Fax: (334) 365-0088  

jhsanford@aol.com 

jhsanford@homeplaceal.com 

Mr. Gaines Lanier (05/28/2014) 

District 5 

J. Smith Lanier & Company 

P.O. Box 70 

West Point, GA 31833     

(706) 645-8215 

Fax: (706) 643-5786 

glanier@jsmithlanier.com 

Ms. Elizabeth Huntley (04/08/2019) 

District 6 

P.O. Box 1545 

Clanton, AL 35046 

(205) 581-0700  

Fax: (205) 380-9110 

ehuntley@lightfootlaw.com 

Ms. Sarah Newton (3/21/2019) 

District 7 

570 Newton Road 

Fayette, AL 35555  

(205) 932-3161 

Fax: (205) 932-6200 

snewton330@aol.com 

Mr. Michael A. DeMaioribus (02/13/2020) 

District 8 

Dynetics, Inc. 

1004 Explorer Blvd. 

Huntsville, AL 35806 

(256) 964-4322  

Mike.DeMaioribus@dynetics.com 

Tammy.Harbin@dynetics.com 
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Mr. James Pratt (04/09/2019) 

District 9 

2025 3rd Avenue North, Ste. 800 

Birmingham, AL 35203 

(205) 328-5330  

Fax: (205) 324-2165 

jim@hwnn.com 

Mr. Wayne T. Smith (02/13/2020) 

At-Large 

Chairman, President and CEO 

Community Health Systems 

P.O. Box 689020 

Franklin, TN 37068-9020 

(615) 465-7002 

Mr. Raymond J. Harbert (3/23/2016) 

At-Large 

President Pro Tempore 

Harbert Management Corporation 

2100 3rd Avenue North, Suite 600 

Birmingham, AL 35203 

(205) 987-5500 

rharbert@harbert.net 

Mr. Charles D. McCrary (3/21/2019) 

At-Large 

Vice President Pro Tempore 

600 North 18th Street 

Birmingham, AL 35291 

(205) 257-2700 

Fax: (205) 257-5100 

cdmccrar@southernco.com 
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Concerned Alumni 

 

First Officer Lee Mills ’98 
FedEx Express 
lee.mills@fedex.com 
901-444-1974 

Captain Jason Mohrman ‘97 
United Airlines 
jason.mohrman@united.com 
716-465-7091 

Dave Upchurch ‘79, Director Sales & Marketing Administration 
Universal Avionics Systems Corporation 
dupchurch@uasc.com 

 
Allen Thames ’72, Senior Aviation Planner 
Neel-Schaffer, Inc. 
allen.thames@neel-schaffer.com 
334-318-0513 
 
Susan Stich ‘98, National Accounts Manager 
Virgin America 
susan.stich@virginamerica.com 

Captain Mike Forte ‘82  
American Airlines 
mvf1960@gmail.com 

Andrew Pabst, C.M. ’08,  Operations & Wildlife Coordinator 
Mobile, Alabama Airport Authority 
andrew.pabst@mobileairportauthority.com 
 

 

War Eagle! Fly Auburn! 
www.FlyAuburn.org 


